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This Stellar Award and Soul Train nominee group delivers to you once again a hit. Billboard has listed

them at #11 on the gospel charts with their original hit, 13 MP3 Songs GOSPEL: Traditional Gospel,

URBAN/R&B: Rhythm  Blues Details: An up and coming group that is generating excitement across the

country is The Flint Cavaliers. This group better known as "The Cay's" based out of Flint, Michigan have

been making music for over 25 years. Three years ago they entered the professional ranks with their first

"hot" new release; "Have You Ever Been Burdened?" on the First -Lite-Record label entitled "Flint

Cavaliers Live In Concert". This project came forth as spirit filled and unique with a crossover style of

traditional, yet contemporary music that is reaching the hearts and souls of gospel lovers across the

nation. In less than ten (10) months, the group has received the honor as one of the top new artist on

Billboard Magazine, charting as high as number 11 for a period of 52 weeks and receiving a Soul Train

nomination in 1999. Well now, they are doing it all over again with a new label and project. The New Flint

Cavaliers has joined a new label named Yahdah Music. Their new release is what we believe to be one of

the greatest projects of our generation. Look for the exciting new project entitled "Brand New". These

anointed young men; Craig, Richard, Dennis, Marcus, and Elmer have traveled and performed with top

artists such as the Christianaires, The Mighty Clouds of Joy, The Jackson Southernaires. The Hi-Way QC

'S and Williams Brothers. The group has also appeared on Willie Wilson's Singsation Show and both

Gospel Music Workshops of America and Quartet Conventions in Birmingham, Alabama. For further

information or booking engagements, contact: Yahdah Entertainment Group c/o Brian Edwards (215)

767-7600 or (215) 332-2275 Website: yahdah.com Email: brianedwards@yahdah.com
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